
In focus

The current low interest rate environment makes it challenging 
for investors to generate a sufficient level of income from their 
portfolio. Unable to produce the necessary cash flows from 
equity dividends and traditional fixed income sectors, many have 
instead resorted to either more aggressive asset allocations, more 
illiquid credit investments, or both. However, we believe there 
is an often overlooked solution which may offer a compelling 
alternative: enhancing the income of an equity portfolio with a 
dynamic, yet flexible, call option overwriting strategy.
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Historically, most institutions who have considered overwriting 
strategies have favored approaches that sell broad-based equity 
index options (e.g. S&P 500 Index options) as an overlay to their 
underlying equity portfolio. We believe the recent uptick in retail 
activity in the single-stock options market, coupled with the 
higher idiosyncratic volatility and option premiums of individual 
stocks, are particularly supportive of a more dynamic and flexible 
approach that can identify relative-value opportunities across 
individual companies instead. We refer to these single-stock option 
overwriting approaches as “Enhanced Equity Income” strategies.

Enhanced Equity Income strategies seek to provide regular income 
distributions to investors by supplementing dividend payments 
with the proceeds from the sale of short-dated call options on 
individual stocks held within an equity portfolio. These strategies 
produce an additional income stream by exchanging some of the 
potential capital growth on selected holdings (above a certain level) 
in return for ongoing cash payments (premiums received) from 
the sale of these options. By optimizing the trade-off between the 
amount of premium received against the potential upside that 
may be sacrificed on a stock-by-stock basis, this approach is often 
able to deliver significant income payments (e.g. 5-7%) while still 
preserving equity-like characteristics for the overall portfolio.

The need for innovative income solutions
Institutional investors need to balance multiple objectives: they must 
generate capital growth, manage market risk and maintain liquidity 
to meet a variety of financial obligations. To that end, up until 
recently, fixed income allocations provided the optimal portfolio 
counterweight: sufficient income distributions could be harvested 
from bond coupons and maturities while healthy yields provided 
enough cushion to offer diversification benefits against growth 
assets as well as the prospect of strong positive total returns. 

However, at current low yield levels (see Figure 1), investors now 
face a new set of challenges when it comes to portfolio construction 
and the role of fixed income going forward. Starved for income 
from traditional sources, many have allocated to more credit-
sensitive fixed income sectors to generate more yield, while 
others have taken on illiquid assets to improve diversification and 
potentially earn higher returns. For investors hesitant to consider 
either of these alternatives, Enhanced Equity Income strategies may 
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Figure 1: Current low yields make generating sufficient income 
challenging

Source: Schroders, Bloomberg. Historical yields based on monthly yield-to-worst data of 
representative benchmark proxies for each respective asset class for the period December 
31, 1999 to October 31, 2021. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Table 1: Contrasting two main option overwriting approaches

Single-stock overwriting Index option overwriting

Examples

 Ȃ Enhanced Equity Income strategies
 Ȃ Single-stock overwriting with dynamic, flexible approach 

that seeks relative-value opportunities across individual 
equities

 Ȃ Traditional broad-based equity index option overwriting 
strategies
 Ȃ Coverall Call (e.g. CBOE BXM Index)
 Ȃ Put Writing (e.g. CBOE PUT Index)

Objective
 Ȃ Seek to convert long-term potential appreciation into 

short-term income while maintaining significant exposure 
to the equity risk premium

 Ȃ Seek to maximize risk-adjusted returns by harvesting the 
volatility risk premium

Description

 Ȃ Capable of supporting substantial cash payouts over long 
periods of time

 Ȃ Strike prices on the calls are further ‘out-of-the-money’, 
allowing more of the upside to be retained over time

 Ȃ Exchange a portion of the exposure to the equity risk 
premium for the volatility risk premium by selling closer to 
‘at-the-money’ call options and/or put options

Outcome  Ȃ Systematically higher beta, with equity-like risk profile  Ȃ Systematically lower beta, lower volatility profile

offer a compelling solution: they can deliver much needed income, 
without adding duration, credit or illiquidity risk to the portfolio. 
Moreover, they can often be implemented without making changes 
to an existing strategic asset allocation, or its associated expected 
return on assets assumption. This is because the equity-like 
properties of the overall portfolio are largely preserved.

Thinking differently about income
In an environment of low interest rates and tight credit spreads, 
with little diversification benefits and limited return potential 
from traditional fixed income sectors, we believe Enhanced Equity 
Income strategies offer a compelling yield-generating alternative. 
As shown in Figure 2, one can think of covered call writing as a 
type of return conversion process; the call writer in effect converts 
some of the long-term potential capital appreciation of equities 
into short-term cash flows which can be used to enhance current 
income levels.

These strategies have historically offered a systematic, liquid and 
transparent way of generating an income stream by drawing 
on an often overlooked part of the portfolio, with limited impact 
on the overall asset allocation investors prefer. While a variety 
of call option overwriting strategies exist, very few institutions 
have implemented them with the explicit objective of generating 
repeatable cash flow distributions as a targeted outcome.

Contrasting option overwriting approaches
We can divide the universe of option overwriting strategies into two 
main categories, which we define in Table 1 below as:
1. Single-stock overwriting strategies (i.e. Enhanced Equity Income 

strategies), and 
2. Index option overwriting strategies.

Single-stock call overwriting strategies can benefit from the higher 
volatility and idiosyncratic risks of individual equities. As such, an 
investor may be able to earn the same level of income by writing 
fewer calls at the same strike price, or the same number of calls at 
higher strike prices.

Figure 2: Transforming potential capital appreciation into income

Source: Schroders. For illustration purposes only. There is no guarantee investor 
outcomes can be achieved.
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some upside potential 

Source: Schroders. For illustration purposes only. There is no guarantee investor outcomes can be achieved.
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Figure 5: Structuring the overlay: Systematic strategy, tailored to prevailing conditions

held within this equity portfolio. The option overwriting overlay is 
dynamic and flexible, allowing for a comprehensive stock-by-stock 
analysis of the tradeoff between the amount of premium received 
against the potential upside sacrificed.
Based on the relative value in the option pricing for a particular 
stock, for instance, it may be determined to extract more premium 
on a transaction, resulting in a lower strike price for a particular 
holding. Conversely, a lower premium level may be chosen for a 
stock in order to increase its strike price, and therefore allow for 
greater potential capital appreciation. The objective of each of these 
adjustments is not specifically to achieve alpha from the options 
trading activity, but rather to minimize the risk that the stocks 
overwritten will exceed their strike prices when the options contracts 
expire. The difference in relative performance and correlation 
among different stocks, also known as “dispersion risk”, is a key risk 
factor to be managed in single-stock overwriting strategies. 

Supportive environment for more dynamic, single-stock approach
How should investors go about choosing among different approaches 
of option overwriting strategies to achieve the right balance between 
income and growth potential in their equity portfolio? 
As shown in Figures 3 and 4 below, we believe the increase in 
single-stock options trading activity from retail investors in recent 
years, specifically in call options, has fostered an environment that 
is favorable to a more tailored approach to options overwriting, 
one that can identify relative-value opportunities across individual 
names as opposed to just systematically selling broad-based equity 
index options over the entire market.
When structured to focus on income generation, we believe 
Enhanced Equity Income strategies can support substantial cash 
payout while also continuing to deliver equity-like returns over 
market cycles. They aim to meet an annual target income level (e.g. 
5-7%) by supplementing dividend payments with the proceeds 
from sales of short-dated covered call options on individual stocks 

A more detailed overview of the options trading process embedded 
in Enhanced Equity Income strategies is provided in Figure 5 below.

Source: Schroders, OCC. For illustration purposes only. Current investment trends may not continue or lead to favorable results.  
Note: Small lot defined as orders less than or equal to 10 options contracts.
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Source: Schroders. For illustration purposes only. Shown for illustrative purposes and should not be viewed as investment guidance.

Figure 3: Single-stock options volume on the rise, especially  
for call options

Figure 4: Single-stock call options volume increasingly driven 
by retail investors

Risk control through averaging
 –  Minimize market footprint
 –  Reduce single event risk at trade date and expiry
 –  Help smooth through share price movements and changes in volatility

Determining a fair tradeoff for the upfront premium?
 –  Spike potential? Overwrite less, or no options sale at all
 –  Will expiry coincide with earnings release?
 –  Stock-by-stock relative value?
  –  Reduce the option premium for a higher strike
  –  Increase the option premium for a lower strike    
Output (not a target)
 –  Typically ~60–70% of the equity portfolio overwritten
 –  For each stock overwritten, any growth up to strike level will be captured

Split options trading into multiple
small tranches, overlapping maturities 

Systematic starting point: overwrite
~95% of each name at equal premium 

Stock-by-stock
fair value
analysis

Initial screening  

Final
trade

How much premium is required for each option trade?
 –  Forecast underlying dividend yield
 –  Sell just enough potential upside to meet target income level
 –  Overwrite as many names as possible to improve spread of outcomes 
Should some stocks be excluded?
 –  Liquidity considerations, dealer appetite
 –  Corporate actions
 –  Potential need to liquidate underlying stock before options expiry
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Table 2: Contrasting two main option overwriting approaches

Single-stock overwriting Index option overwriting

S&P 500 Total Return Index Simulated Enhanced Equity 
Income Strategy

Index Covered Call Strategy 
(CBOE BXM Index)

Index Put Writing Strategy 
(CBOE PUT Index)

Annualized return 11.10% 10.10% 6.40% 7.90%

Annualized volatility 17.80% 15.80% 12.50% 12.40%

Return/Risk ratio 0.63 0.63 0.51 0.63

Beta to S&P 500 ― 0.88 0.64 0.63

Max drawdown  
(in any 12m period) -45.00% -41.50% -34.90% -32.80%

In order to better frame the expected outcomes for each type of 
approach, we compare the results for a rules-based simulated 
back-test of a single-stock overwriting strategy (Enhanced Equity 
Income), against more typical index option overwriting strategies: 
both a covered call strategy (CBOE BXM Index), and a put writing 
strategy (CBOE PUT Index). We observe in Table 2 below that a 
single-stock overwriting strategy delivers systematically higher beta 

than more traditional broad-based index overwriting strategies, 
which tend to exhibit lower volatility risk profiles. Note that while 
the simulation for the Enhanced Equity Income strategy below 
provides a reasonable historical proxy, it does not, however, fully 
capture the benefits of the hands-on management of the options 
overwriting process described previously in Figure 5.

Comparing income generation ability
The statistics above offer a first glimpse into the different portfolio 
characteristics of both options writing approaches from a total 
return perspective (assuming the reinvestment of dividend 
payments and options premiums received). However, to properly 
evaluate income strategies, we need to shift to an outcome-
oriented framework that focuses instead on how efficiently and 
consistently they can meet the goal of generating and distributing 
cash flows without eroding the portfolio’s value over time.

Figure 6 compares the efficacy of each option overwriting 
strategy based on this metric. The analysis assumes a 5% annual 
distribution, paid quarterly, and a starting portfolio NAV of $100. 
The vertical dotted orange line reflects our NAV baseline, therefore 
anything to the right reflects growth in the capital base. We 
observe that the index option overwriting strategies (represented 
by the CBOE BXM and PUT indices) would have fallen short of the 
Enhanced Equity Income strategy, both in terms of cumulative 
distributions and ending NAV value.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For illustrative purposes only. 
Source: Schroders, Bloomberg, Goldman Sachs. Data reflects hypothetical back-tested performance results from January 17, 2003 through October 15, 2021. Simulated Enhanced 
Equity Income strategy reflects simulated historical scenario results for a strategy which owns the 500 stocks in the S&P 500 and systematically overwrites 20% delta, out-of-the-money, 
1-month call options on all the underlying stocks with liquid options once per month, on the third Friday of the month. Options are assumed to be settled in cash and rolled into new 
positions on expiry. Statistics are based on third Friday to third Friday monthly observation period for all strategies. The chart above show total returns assuming dividend reinvestment. 
No management fees are assumed, which would have impacted results. The hypothetical results shown must be considered as no more than an approximate representation of a 
portfolio’s performance, not as indicative of how it would have performed in the past or may perform in the future. It is the result of statistical modeling, with the benefit of hindsight, 
based on a number of assumptions and there are a number of material limitations on the retrospective reconstruction of any performance results from performance records. Actual 
results will vary.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For illustrative purposes only. 
Source: Schroders, Bloomberg, Goldman Sachs. Data reflects hypothetical back-tested 
performance results from January 17, 2003 through October 15, 2021. Simulated 
Enhanced Equity Income strategy reflects simulated historical scenario results for a 
strategy which owns the 500 stocks in the S&P 500 and systematically overwrites 20% 
delta, out-of-the-money, 1-month call options on all the underlying stocks with liquid 
options once per month, on the third Friday of the month. Options are assumed to be 
settled in cash and rolled into new positions on expiry. Statistics are based on third 
Friday to third Friday monthly observation period for all strategies. A quarterly income 
distribution of 1.25% (5.0% annually) was applied to the live gross of fees performance 
for the all three strategies with an assumed starting NAV of $100 on January 17, 
2003. No management fees are assumed, which would have impacted results. The 
hypothetical results shown must be considered as no more than an approximate 
representation of a portfolio’s performance, not as indicative of how it would have 
performed in the past or may perform in the future. It is the result of statistical 
modeling, with the benefit of hindsight, based on a number of assumptions and 
there are a number of material limitations on the retrospective reconstruction of any 
performance results from performance records. Actual results will vary.

Figure 6: Generating income without eroding the capital base 
of a portfolio
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Conclusion
In an environment of low interest rates and tight credit spreads, many investors find it challenging to generate sufficient income 
from their portfolio in order to meet financial obligations coming due in real-time. This dilemma has led many to turn to more 
aggressive asset allocations, dialing up risk and/or increasing illiquidity in their portfolio, seeking refuge in the hopes of capital 
appreciation as a replacement for tangible income.

Fortunately, there exists an often overlooked solution which can be implemented without requiring major changes to an existing 
strategic asset allocation. Investors could receive augmented income distributions from their equity portfolio by supplementing 
dividend payments with the proceeds from the sales of short-dated covered call options on individual stocks. Recent dynamics 
in the options market are especially supportive of a dynamic and flexible approach that can identify relative-value opportunities 
across individual names, rather than a wholesale approach of selling options on a broad-based equity index. By providing healthy 
cash distributions while maintaining equity-like returns for a portfolio that can support long-term capital growth, Enhanced 
Equity Income strategies truly are a welcomed outcome in a low income world.
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Important information: The views and opinions contained herein are those of the author and do not necessarily represent Schroder Investment Management North America 
Inc.’s (SIMNA Inc.) house view. Issued December 2021 These views and opinions are subject to change. All investments involve risk including the loss of principal. The market value 
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